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City Wall presents an absolutely huge techno sound from
Switzerland’s finest, Primal Beat. This pair of brothers are
utterly unstoppable in their newly refreshed relentless hard
techno movement. The Fallen of War EP combines
thoroughly granite beats with peak time industrial noise,
ranging from the air raid sirens of Raid to the crying
screeches of Lock and Load. More fire comes from the
ultra-sonic remixes by the likes of Tosi and Nelman from
Hungary, Tachini from the Netherlands and Revolver Voltex
from Japan. Right now Primal Beat are like a rash on the
underground scene with releases signed to a huge array of
labels including Platinium, Sound Of Techno, 5 Stars
Techno, Hybrid Confusion, Ex-tract, Techno Pulse, Black
Circus, Geisha, Hauptbahnhof Music, Seqtor, We Call It
Hard, Gaintrax, Resorted, Favor and Dark Smile. Phew!

Raid (Original Mix)
Not for the faint hearted the bassline on this is likely to cause nausea or perhaps worse.

No Thrust (Original Mix)
Strong, strong, strong. Pulsating beats perfectly wrapped around undulating industrial noise. Beautiful stuff!!!

Fallen of War (Original Mix)
Listen carefully and you will hear the living voices of the fallen reverberate through the thunder.

Lock and Load (Original Mix)
The scream, this one is all about MASSIVE DRUMS and the scream of war. The pain of war. A cry for the fallen.

Raid (Tosi Remix)
Tosi takes things down a new and different path with this industrial noise tribal beat crossover. Unique.

Raid (Nelman Remix)
A hard minimal classic. Nelman certainly delivers with this blistering kick drum driven blaster.

Raid (Revolver Voltex Remix)
Revolver Voltex gives us an intelligent techno masterpiece, somewhat reminiscent of the legend Jeff Mills.

Lock and Load (Tachini Remix)
Tachini gets minimal, progressive and funky here with plenty of added sparkle and sheen.
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